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ASSEMBLY

The Skimmertron 5000® does not come preassembled. Each part must be assembled. No tools are required.

Part List:

- Lid (1)
- Chlorine Tablet Baskets (4)
- Interior Basket (1)
- Exterior Bucket with T-joint (1)
- Standard 1.5” Pool Filter Hose (not included)

To assemble the Skimmertron 5000®

1. Take the 4 Chlorine Baskets twist and lock them into the four floats on the top of the Exterior Bucket with T-joint.
2. Then place the interior sieve bucket in the exterior bucket with floats.
3. Next place the lid onto the exterior bucket by inserting the four peg feet on the lid into the designated holes on top of the chlorine tablet lids.
4. Slide the 1.5” Pool Filter hose onto the T-joint, set the Skimmertron 5000® into the pool and let the skimming begin!
MAINTENANCE

The Skimmertron 5000® does not require much maintenance. But for safety, maintenance should only be performed by an adult (18+ years of age) who has read the user’s manual before performing the maintenance.

**Changing Chlorine Baskets:**

The chlorine baskets and chlorine content of the pool should be checked and added as suggested for your pool type by your pool’s user’s manual. The chlorine baskets can hold both 1” and 3” diameter chlorine tablets.

To place the tablets into the chlorine baskets simply unscrew the baskets from the exterior bucket, place the correct amount of chlorine into the baskets and screw back in place.

Be careful and use caution when handling chlorine tablets, keep away from young children, and do not consume tablets as serious injury could occur. In case of injury call local emergency services right away. If swallowed contact the poison control center.

**Cleaning the Interior Basket:**

The interior basket collects debris from the surface and lets the water filter through. The debris should be cleaned from the basket as needed in order to prevent clogging and ensure highest cleaning efficiency.

To clean the interior basket remove the lid of the skimmer and the interior basket. Dump the debris from interior bucket into a trashcan. Before placing the interior basket back into the exterior bucket, check the bottom of the exterior bucket and T-joint for missed debris to ensure no clogs can build up and ensure highest cleaning efficiency. Place the interior basket into place and the lid on top and resume skimming.
REPLACEABLE PARTS

In the event that a part is damaged; they are all replaceable.

Part List:

Lid (1)
Chlorine Baskets (4)
Interior Basket (1)
Exterior Bucket with T-joint (1)

The parts listed above can all be purchased individually or may be covered by the warranty of the product (see Warranty). In the case that a part may appear damaged due to shipping conditions or a defective part please contact us (see Contact Us).

Interchangeable Parts

The Skimmertron 5000® comes with different lid options for purchase to add character and style to your pool. We at Aqueous Solutions are striving to make sure you have the coolest as well as the cleanest pool possible. For more options visit our website (see Contact Us).
WARRANTY

Our company states, due to the conditions below, that it will:

1. Refund or replace the purchased item if the product is unsatisfactory or is damaged during transportation. Only for 30 days after the purchase date.
2. Repair or replace the product if it is damaged or compromised within a year of the original purchase date.

The warranty is void if:

1. The product no longer belongs to the original purchaser.
2. If the product has experienced abuse, i.e. damage from mistreatment, leaving stored with chemicals inside, or neglect to clean and apply proper care.
3. If the product is repaired or altered by an unauthorized individual

Optional Intensive Warranty:

The optional intensive warranty costs $25 a month. It can be purchased at the time of the initial purchase of the Skimmertron 5000®, or can be added at any time after the purchase. To cancel coverage simply call customer service (see Contact Us). The intensive warranty is the best way for us to ensure your Skimmertron 5000® works properly for as long as you own it. The optional intensive warranty is subject to the same rules that apply to the included warranty and covers:

1. Professional assembly and installation (only if purchased in initial transaction)
2. Routine maintenance checks every quarter.
3. Service calls.
4. Replacement of parts due to accidental damage.
CONTACT US

Aqueous Solutions would like to provide the best customer service so please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions, concerns or reviews.

Phone: 1-800-SKIMMER

Email: skimmertron@aqueoussolutions.com

Website: http://www.webpages.uncc.edu/mcob12/AqueousSolutions

Address: 123 Harris Blvd Charlotte, NC 28223